
 

STRATEGY FOR 18 November Euphoric optimism continues to fizzle last week in the US 

markets as the Dow, S&P and Nasdaq finish at records after retail sales, and a trade optimism 

rebound. The Dow closed above 28,000 last Friday which marks first milestone finish in 

90 trading days. CLICK HERE. Such dizzy heights would seem to suggest that markets are 

ignoring the current political drama on the impeachment hearings. Why waste ones times 

looking at Celebrity tripe when one can see the real drama unfolding in the US melodrama. 

Bullish sentiment would seem to be the flavour of the day as froth continues to bubble. I believe 

that Santa will be kind this year so retention of existing positons my favoured strategy till year 

end. Yet unexpected situations can arise which can knock the best laid plans.  

For connoisseurs of history, the Hindenburg Dirigible Disaster of 1937 saw an airship blown 

out of the sky with terrible loss of life. The disaster was not predicted as the black swan event 

at the time showed that nothing could be taken for granted. The Hinderburg Omen found favour 

in financial markets as it traditionally signals a market reversal downward. the Hindenburg 

Omen is formulated to predict market crashes, or severe downturns, by synthesizing data, 

including 52-week highs and lows, as well as stock moving averages on the New York Stock 

Exchange. In this case, it is forming in Nasdaq-listed stocks.  

A pair of ominous patterns are forming in the Nasdaq benchmarks, which could signal that a 

stock-market climb, fueled by a hoped-for tariff detente between the U.S. and China, may be 

starting to unwind—or at least stall out.  CLICK  HERE. So be warned that all that glitters as 

current markets extend their euphoric rises is not always gold. Promises and exaggerations 

continue to voiced in the UK election merry go round. Cutting to the chase, Has any one really 

seen how election spending promises are really to be paid for irrespective of the political party. 

Proposed state intervention in free market economics is a throwback to the 1970s. 

For a stark reminder of the crippling levels of rolling national debt owed by nations CLICK 

HERE – World Debt Clocks.  Perhaps politicians of all sides should look at this before 

inventing policies that cannot be paid for or bankrupt the nation. In crypto currency land 

attention was drawn to recent One Coin multi-level marketing scam where billions have gone 

missing to the now FBI most wanted OneCoin co-founder Ruja Ignatova. Anybody for a bounty 

anyone?  CLICK  HERE.  If it seems too good to be true, it rarely is. 

 The portfolio was again in Robust mood last week with a +2.84% increase. Spirent 

Communications continues to outperform as last week’s +5.50% confirms that active interest 

is supported at institutional level. I will be shortly providing a revised share review on this as 

it has been such an outstanding share since purchase to the portfolio. My recent acquisition 

Augean Plc has also provided impetus with a +7.0% increase last week. Housing shares 

Bellway +4% and Redrow +7% helped provide additional solidity. Iofina Plc saw an 

improvement of +28% but the volatility has still yet dented the loss incurred. Last week’s 

disposal of Sylvania Platinum was based on the fact that it just has not performed so disposal 

proceeds better served by looking for an alternative share. This week I will be looking for a 

price target for MKS Instrument and to capture another UK share believing that this is the place 

to be on the expectation of the continuance of the status quo in the UK current political 

dynamics which seems to be the assumption of the city. Have a good week. Until next time. 
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